Dear Sir/Madam,

Sub: Newspaper Advertisement for the Record date for determining the eligibility of the shareholders for the payment of Interim Dividend for the financial year 2020-21

Ref: SEBI (Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015

Pursuant to Regulation 30 of the SEBI (Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015, please find enclosed e-copies of the newspaper advertisement published today i.e., 5th April, 2021 on the captioned subject. The advertisements were published in today's "Financial Express" (English – all editions) and "Sangbad Pratidin" (Bengali – Kolkata edition).

Request you to please take the above information on records.

Thanking You

Yours faithfully,

For Britannia Industries Limited

T.V Thulsidass
Company Secretary
Membership No.: A20927

Encl: As above
SBI Card sees over 50% transaction via online payments: CEO Amarा

IIFL Receives Rs 693 crore Settlement Claims from NHAI for two projects

Chhattisgarh: Bodies of 20 jawans recovered; toll at 22

FM Logistic India real arm acquires 30 acre in Mumbai from Lodha group for Rs 106 crore

FM Logistic India’s reality check: 30 acre in Mumbai from Lodha group for Rs 106 crore

Chennai/Kochi

PERSISTENT STRESS

Discoms’ outstanding dues to power gencos rise 17% to Rs 1.02L cr in Feb

PRESSTHRUST OF INDIA

New Delhi, April 4

TOTAL DUES DUE by electricity distribution companies to power producers rose nearly 17% to Rs 1.024 cr in February reflecting persistently high power stress in the sector.

Distribution companies under Umscore owed a total of Rs 1.98cr to power producers in February 2023 as against Rs 1.67cr in the same month in 2022, In April 2023, the amount owing to the power producers stood at Rs 2.08cr while it was Rs 1.77cr in March 2023. This increase in dues reflects the increasing pressure of financial stress on the discoms due to high power demand and cost of electricity.

In February 2023, the total outstanding dues amounted to Rs 45.99cr which increased even after 45 days of the month. The discoms have not paid the dues even after the extended grace period provided to them.

Discos are required to open lines of credit for getting power supply.

The outstanding dues also included more than a few other issues such as non-payment of the principal, non-payment of the statutory levies, and non-payment of the interest on the overdue amount.

On the other hand, the discoms have been unable to meet their financial obligations due to the high cost of electricity and the lack of adequate revenue from the sale of electricity.

As a result, the discoms have been forced to borrow from banks and other financial institutions to meet their financial obligations. This has led to an increase in their outstanding dues and their inability to pay on time.

PRESSTHRUST OF INDIA

New Delhi, April 4

ILFS receives Rs 693 crore settlement claims from NHAI for two projects

PRESSTHRUST OF INDIA

Hamburg, April 4

ILF Infrastructure Projects (India) Ltd (ILFS), a wholly-owned subsidiary of ILFS Infrastructure Ltd (ILFSL), has received a settlement amount of Rs 693 crores from the National Highways Authority of India (NHAI).

The amount was received on March 31, and will be used towards repaying ILFS’ outstanding debt. It was an agreement in principle reached with NHAI to settle claims for projects that were pending for over 10 years.

This agreement is a significant milestone in the resolution of long-standing disputes with NHAI, and will help ILFS to strengthen its financial position and focus on its core business of infrastructure development.

PRESSTHRUST OF INDIA

Hamburg, April 4

Police recovered a bullet case of 20 jawans killed in the Chhattisgarh/Chimti trag- edy on February 22. The case of the security personnel killed in a Maoist attack in Chhattisgarh on February 22 has been registered.

The police said that they had received a complaint from the families of the jawans killed in the attack. The jawans were killed while they were on duty.

The police have initiated an investigation into the incident and are trying to determine the cause of the attack.

The area is known for its Maoist activity, and the security personnel were on duty to ensure peace and security in the region.

PRESSTHRUST OF INDIA

Hilltop, April 4

FM Logistic India real arm acquires 30 acre in Mumbai from Lodha group for Rs 106 crore

FM Logistic India’s reality check: 30 acre in Mumbai from Lodha group for Rs 106 crore

The acquisition of the 30 acre land by FM Logistic India will help the company to expand its logistics and warehousing capabilities in the Mumbai region. The location is strategically important for FM Logistic India as it will enable the company to provide its customers with faster and more efficient logistics solutions.

The land is located near the Mumbai International Airport, which is a major hub for air freight and logistics. The location is also accessible to major road networks, which will facilitate easy transportation of goods.

The acquisition of the land is part of FM Logistic India’s strategy to expand its presence in the Indian market. The company has already established a strong presence in the logistics and warehousing sector in India, and this acquisition will help it to further strengthen its position.

The company has invested heavily in infrastructure development and technology to provide its customers with high-quality logistics solutions.

Finding love in the times of COVID: A matching service that gets it just right

At a time when the COVID-19 pandemic has made everyone realize that the world is actually a small place, relationships have played a very big role in keeping people sane and happy. There has been a spike in the number of people turning to relationships and marriage brokering organizations to find the right partner.

For years, Eternity as a global, confidential and personalized matchmaking service, has been known for its professionalism and success in arranging introductions where individuals take the time to get to know each other and decide if the relationship is for the long haul. While they may not immediately be members, at the service evolve over time in order to satisfy and value the different needs of the clients and partners.

For Eternity, who has been known for its professionalism and success in arranging introductions where individuals take the time to get to know each other and decide if the relationship is for the long haul.

At a time where personal relationships have become more important than ever, more than one way of connecting to Eternity has been introduced. The company believes that those who meet in this way will continue to work with Eternity in the months ahead.

At a time where personal relationships have become more important than ever, more than one way of connecting to Eternity has been introduced. The company believes that those who meet in this way will continue to work with Eternity in the months ahead.

For more information: Call 991-76849797 Office: 91-017-807-6287 E-mail: contact@eternityindia.com Visit: www.eternityindia.com
হাজার পাতার চাজশট আদালত জমা ফথকই কাপ ও ধরত অনয় কালে এখনও পয়ন সাত জন তা এখনও হাত পাইন। চাজশট জানয়র, ওরা আগ তারকছ জবাব সংবাদ পতদন, আধকারক জানয়র, ওনষে তাম জায়গায়। সারেফ-এর অডজ অবজ রাজ মুখপাতশমী ছিশগড় পুলশর এক শীষ হয়তন মাওবাদী। এর পরই সনবার ধরনর নাশকতার পরকল না করছ। সনবার শ পুর মাওবাদী দমন অবশষ ঘটনার ওপর তদন করা ফহাক। ফোর কনর নব্য পুড়র ফদওয়ার সাংবাদকরা মথ উরা ফজল বেলে বলা হয়ছল রাজনতক উইনি বলা হে। "শেভেবাবুর কথায়, সমক উির এডয় অগয় ছয়েছন। তখন বারবার ফবগ ফপত হয়ছ ছিশগড় পশাসনক। দেকারণ ফেশাল ফোন কমটর অযান হার ফনফউ। হ ইজ দ য ফমইন রাখলও, অমশ ও এই রাখা যায়। তাদের ভাইপা ফপা সংক করান তার রায়পুর:

কোনা কাঁপন। কন অসমর সাস্যমন আর ফযস্ঠসবখত‌খখ,নও কোনা ফনই। শনবার বজাপুর। সকাল ফথকই ফয নামটা শোনাম ফকড় নন্য হয়েছ। মাদভী হদমায়। শনবার সানীয় এক ফোটালফক ফদওয়া পরই অসম নতন কোনা আইনর সংখযা ৬৮ হয়ছ। ওই ফোটাল গত ১০ দরই ফয়েঁ দরদর কানে খবর ছিল, বজাপুর লুক্যর রয়েছন ফয়েঁ তথ্য অনুযায়ী বছর চিশশর হদমার মাওবাদী হসব হােতখে নবইর কংগস। এ পসঙ দলর মনিমী করছ। উন কথা ভয়ল অগয় ছন, তণমূল করছ। উনিউন অসমর সাস্যমন হুমন অবশ শমান। – অপটআই